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Abstract

Plants respond to drought by adjusting different growth and developmental processes. This study investigated the impact of a summer water deficit on shoot growth dynamics, comparatively in three apple cultivars, in their second and third year of growth. Trees were differentially irrigated to induce water stress (WS) or well-watered conditions (WW). WS effects were evaluated on long shoots in either terminal or lateral position, by observing metamer appearance rate, growth duration and arrest time.

In the three cultivars, WS promoted growth cessations (GC) during summer leading to bicyclic shoots. These GC occurred early in the season, when WS conditions were mild. Consistently with tree ontogeny, the number of shoots that resumed growth after summer arrest decreased between the two consecutive years, but more in WS than WW conditions. In both monocyclic and bicyclic shoots, WS provoked a more precocious GC at the end of the growth season. Even though WS impact slightly differed among cultivars, a reduction in shoot neoformation and an increase in summer arrest appeared as a common response of apple tree to water deficit. This can be interpreted as an avoidance strategy to reduce the tree leaf area, leading to a modification of the within-tree shoot demography in favor of medium and short shoots.
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